
NORTH OF ENGLAND PYRENEAN MOUNTAIN DOG CLUB 
2011/12/04 Open Show: 
 
Thanks to all the NEPMC Committee, exhibitors members and the ladies in  the kitchen for making my 
day Hasland Village Hall so enjoyable. I was pleased  and grateful for the standard of entry, both 
numerically and quality. In the  main I was pleased with my winners and in the Open classes there were 
top  calibre exhibits present, making me wish there was some way I could convey my  appreciation to 
those placed lower down the line. My only concern was the poor  rear movement of many present 
which, for me lacked strength / drive.  
 
VD (1) 1 Flounder's Pyrhaven Tudwick Logan For Lakamoni. An upstanding 7½ year old  who is 
substantial in bone and body and carrying a good covering of undercoat  and outer coat. He has a 
strong, masculine head which is good in proportions  with a decent length of muzzle. I would prefer a 
tighter front, more gentle  head planes and more definite pigmentation. Movement was positive but 
laboured  and unsettled.  
 
MPD (2) 1 McDowell's Sketrick Nice And Easy. A well  developed 7 months old who has good bone and 
body. Immature but typical in head  and expression which with age, I am sure will provide the quality of  
proportions and shape to compliment the rest of him. True, well boned front,  strong neck and pleasing 
o/a body length which I preferred to 2nd. Good length  of hindquarters having enough angulations of 
stifles and hocks, again which I  preferred to 2nd. He moved as would be expected from a puppy, 
needing to settle  but nevertheless possessing the confidence to use the ring. 2 Rudge's Rosemere  
Xanthos. Just coming to 8 months old and is well boned and well enough grown  but still very much a 
handful of a puppy. Pleasing enough in head shape and  head planes with that sweet puppy expression. 
One who possesses plenty of  promise, especially in bone and body development; just needs to lengthen 
o/a,  strengthen in pastern and rear, and to progress and mature to fulfil the  expectations. He has 
similar puppy movement to 1st.  
 
PD (4) 1  Baverstock's Echo De'chien A Touch Of Magic At Kalkas (Imp Est). A very well  constructed 11 
month old super quality puppy male; real upstanding youngster,  loved his size, height and overall 
length, balance and proportions. He has the  ideal sound basic framework to enable him to develop into 
a quality adult to be  reckoned with. Well boned with substance of body and already looks a powerful  
dog. Typical, youthful but masculine head, with attractive correctly shaped  dark eyes; Soundest moving 
with excellent side gait. He has an abundance of breed quality and promise which is so  essential in a 
puppy; Best Dog Puppy & Best Puppy in Show. 2 Sang's Kalkasi  High Flyer At Mizeka. Another 11 month 
old tall upstanding male in good coat  and condition; he has good balance and bearings, slightly longer in 
the back  than 1st but has balanced angulations front and rear. I liked his head size,  shape and 
expression. He also is well boned and well bodied and has grown on  well as is so necessary for a large 
breed. He holds his shape well standing but  tends to loosen when moving and was not moving so well 
behind as 1st. 3  McDowell's Sketrick Nice And Easy as before.  
 
JD (3) 1 Baverstock's Echo  De'chien A Touch Of Magic At Kalkas (Imp Est) as before. 2 Sang's Kalkasi High  
Flyer At Mizeka as before. 3 Kenyon & Ward's Lisjovia See The Stars At  Chezanna.  



MD (3) 1 Baverstock's Echo De'Chien A Touch Of Magic At Kalkas  (Imp Est) as before. 2 Kenyon & 
Ward's Lisjovia See The Stars At Chezanna.  A sizeable upstanding 11 month old male who is pleasing in 
head, neck and  overall body length but I would prefer to be more ribbed well back. He has  pleasing 
bone and body substance and has a good covering of coat. Moved quite  freely but needs to tighten in 
pasterns and to strengthen in hock which  hopefully will improve with strengthening maturity. 3 
McDowell's Sketrick Nice  And Easy as before.  
 
ND (4) 1 Baverstock's Echo De'chien A Touch Of Magic  At Kalkas (Imp Est) as before. 2 Kenyon & Ward's 
Lisjovia See The Stars At  Chezanna as before. 3 McDowell's Sketrick Nice And Easy as before.  
 
PGD (3) 1 Sang's Kalkasi High Flyer At Mizeka as before. 2 Kenyon & Ward's  Lisjovia See The Stars At 
Chezanna as before. 3 Ford's Kalkasi Dances With  Wolves For Montimur.  
 
LD (1) 1 Ford's Kalkasi Dances With Wolves For  Montimur. An 18 month old masculine typical male who 
looks good in proportions  height/length in profile; looked to lack thickness of neck which is not helped  
by poor neck furnishings. Strong in head but would prefer more furrow and  refinement. Well bodied 
with firm top line and having plenty of substance. Well  boned and true enough in front when standing. 
Moved freely but was loose in  pasterns and tight in hocks.  
 
OD (7,5) A satisfying class of top quality  males: 1 Baverstock's Ch Kalkasi In High Spirits JW. Eye catching 
quality male  rising 3 year old who was shown in tip top coat and condition. I liked his head  both looking 
from front-on and in side profile. Lovely dark eye of correct  shape which gives him a confident, 
intelligent expression. Super profile not  only in presentation but in proportion  and balance He has a 
substantial, powerful appearance combined with a soundly  constructed front and powerful 
forequarters of ideal width to the rest of him;  substantial body with plenty of spring and ribbed well 
back. Firm level top  line flowing to tail and strong stable hindquarters, Moved freely with a  positive 
side gait and consistent steady action front and rear. He has a  mature, powerful but elegant 
appearance. Best Dog and Best In Show. 2 Maggs'  Gillander Kathy's Clown Of Dewyche JW ShCM. A 
powerful looking upstanding male  presented in good coat and condition, slightly longer in back to 1st 
but he is  in proportion length to height; attractive profile both standing and on the  move. Pleasing 
domed skull; head planes and expression were good but handler tended  to impede my view of his head 
front on and in profile - always at the wrong  time! Sound, true in front, substantial in body and strong in 
hindquarters. A  steady mover, with good front action and settled rear action. Reserve Best Dog.  3 
Bayliss' Ch Shiresoak Wizards Legend JW. 4 Kenyon & Ward's Charibere  Secret Of Ours At Chezanna 
ShCM.  
 
VB (1) 1 Hill's Ch Shiresoak  Amaibagatelle At Lisjovia ShCM. Very well constructed 7½ year old who 
impresses  in head shape and expression; lovely head proportions and domed skull. She  possesses many 
breed qualities and together with her sound construction  produces a very attractive profile picture. She 
is all in proportion in length  to height and carries her head in noble fashion. Well boned but would 
prefer  more body weight / substance to 'ice  the cake'. Moved confidently with a settled action. 
Understandably a CH. and  still in contention in good company. Best Veteran in Show.  
 



MPB (2) A  class of two well developed puppy bitches. 1 Carlin's Rosemere Xanthia. A very  attractive 
youngster who looks to be very typical in breed points and promising  quality in construction. She has 
well developed bone and body and a good head  shape and expression both of which I preferred to 2nd. 
Pleasing in profile with  proportions and balance with a good top line and a true front. Moved better of  
the two in this class. 2 Bryan's Rosemere Xana. Another promising puppy bitch  having similar 
construction qualities to 1st. True well boned front a bit  longer caste in body than 1st and needs to 
stand out over the ground to get the  best out of her profile. Lighter and more immature in head than 
1st and would prefer more fill in below the  eyes. Good body substance with overall construction but 
one who has plenty of  promise for the future.  
 
PB (4) 1 Carlin's Rosemere Xanthia as before. 2  Baverstock's Kalkasi High Expectations. A very pleasing 
11 month old bitch  puppy who has a particularly attractive head and expression. She has grown on  well 
with good bone and body development and is particularly satisfying looking  front on. In profile I 
preferred the rear outline of the 1st at this stage in  her development. Moved confidently and easily 
although close behind. 3 Hill's  Gillandant Akira At Cluny.  
 
JB (4) 1 Holmes & Maidwell's Lisjovia  Whistle In The Wind. A very nicely constructed 15 month old 
young bitch of  pleasing type; unfortunately she lacked top coat which when standing on times  
detracted from her top line and overall profile. Typical in head shape with a  sound, feminine expression; 
true front, strong neck set on powerful shoulders;  good width of body with pleasing spring and depth of 
chest flowing to strong  hindquarters. Moved freely and confidently and best of this class. 2  
Baverstock's Kalkasi High Expectations as before. 3 Hill's Gillandant Akira At  Cluny.  
 
MB (1) 1 Bryan's Rosemere Xana as before.  
 
NB (1) 1  Carlin's Rosemere Xanthia as before.  
 
PGB (6,4) 1 Holmes & Maidwell's  Lisjovia Whistle In The Wind as before. 2 McDowell's Sketrick Maggie 
May. An 18  month strong bodied bitch, with a decent head, good head planes and expression  needs to 
mature, firm up and tighten all through which hopefully will come with  age; needs to settle in 
movement. 3 Ford's Lakamoni Aurora For Montimur.  
 
LB (7,5) 1 Greenfield's Gillandant Crystal Fantasy. A mature 5 year old upstanding  bitch having a very 
nice head shape and expression. Powerful in size, bone and  substance but retaining her feminine 
qualities. I preferred her front movement  and overall length and profile to that of 2nd. She has the 
length and breadth  of body for her size and has a pleasing flowing outline of hindquarters which  are 
adequate in angulation. Moved steadily but was close behind. 2 Baverstock's  Kalkasi Danz In The 
Moonlite. A 6 year old who also has the mature look.  Pleasing in make and shape but would prefer 
more overall length of body and  more defined angles behind to complete her profile picture. Moved 
freely  although a little loose in pasterns but good rear action. 3 Wright's Shanlimore  Love Letters At 
Luisander.  
 
OB (4) 1 Sang's Kalkasi Destiny's Sprit At  Mizeka ShCM. Litter sister to the Best Dog and of equal super 
quality; rising 3  year old eye catching bitch who is moderate and balanced in outline and who has  an 



excellent head with an expression I really liked; she possesses typical  breed qualities, balance and ideal 
proportions that are so desirable for sound  construction and style; presented in commendable 
condition and profuse coat.  Moving confidently and purposefully around the ring. Best Bitch and 
Reserve  Best In Show. In the challenge for BIS I just preferred the upstanding outline  appearance, 
strong forequarters development and noble head carriage of the Best  Dog. 2 Edward's Zalute Zeona Via 
Shanlimore JW. Another super quality 3 year  old well constructed mature bitch. One who has a very 
attractive profile  possessing size and substance although on the day a little too much over the  loin. 
Feminine but strong head with lovely shape and clean lines. True powerful  front, strong neck and good 
length of body. Pleasing top line and flowing curve  to rear. Firm moderate hindquarters. Moved freely 
but was not as settled behind  as 1st. Reserve Best Bitch. 3 Greenfield's Gillandant Crystal Fantasy. 
 
Graham Hill 


